Project Manager (m/f)

We are Whow Games
Right in the heart of downtown Hamburg City, there’s a wonderful job waiting just for you - and it’s full of that start-up feeling! Together with over 80 colleagues,
you’ll be working on bringing the glamor and entertainment of Las Vegas straight to Europe – with our successful social casino at Jackpot.de. From slot machines
to table games, our players can experience the entire range of entertainment from the largest casinos in the world - free of charge - right on their mobile phones,
tablets or PCs.

Who are we looking for?
As a Project Manager (m/f), you’ll be responsible for the smooth further development of our products. Are you well-organized and do you possess excellent
communicative capabilities? Can you envision yourself supporting us in making our processes more efficient? Then you’re exactly who we’re looking for at our
Hamburg gaming factory - full-time and hopefully right away!

Your area of responsibility:
®
®
®
®
®

You’ll guide projects while applying agile methods and systems
You’ll plan the distribution of internal resources for an efficient and smooth completion of our projects and daily business while continually optimizing
resources and project processes for our long-term success
Together with the respective stakeholders, you’ll develop and finalize the amount of work involved in the projects and their goals while ensuring that
these can be technically realized
With the development of a detailed project plan, you’ll ensure that all projects are carried out on time
You’ll regularly report on project statuses, project plans, roadmaps, and milestones while informing management when any escalation measures may
be necessary

What you bring to the table:
®
®
®
®
®
®
®

At least two years of occupational experience as a project manager at a software company
Practical experience with classic and agile project management
Experience with Atlassian products such as Confluence and Jira
Very strong use of written and spoken English
Excellent communications, project management, and problem-solving skills
Distinct teamwork strengths and the ability to manage several complex projects with various groups
Kanban and/or SCRUM certification is desired

In addition to team spirit and exciting tasks, this is what you can expect to find at Whow Games:
®
®
®
®
®
®
®

You’ll profit from a professional circle of colleagues with multi-year experience in the industry
Dynamic environment with flat hierarchies and quick decision making
Flexible work times and home office options
Personal yearly further education possibilities
Regular company events
Fruit, drinks, and meal perks
Subsidized HVV Profi Ticket for travel with public transportation

We are looking forward receiving your application!

jobs@whow.net

